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1.0 Introduction
A revised draft West Okotoks Area Structure Plan
(ASP) was submitted to the Town of Okotoks in
February 2019. The submission incorporated feedback
received from the Town, external circulation and
previous stakeholder engagement including the
June 2018 resident information session. Since the
submission, the Town has reviewed the document
and provided additional feedback. The project team
updated the Draft West Okotoks ASP and coordinated
a new round of public engagement.
This What We Heard Report has been prepared by
B&A Planning Group on behalf of Tristar Communities
and NewNorth Projects Ltd., the project sponsors of
the West Okotoks ASP. The primary purpose of this
report is to summarize and document the feedback
received during the Public Open House held on June
18, 2019. Feedback received at the event was reviewed
and considered in detail in conjunction with Town
of Okotoks administration comments to inform and
support revisions the recent draft West Okotoks ASP
resubmitted in August 2019
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2.0 Project History & Timeline
The West Okotoks ASP process aligns closely with the long-term growth planning for the Town of Okotoks.
In 2012, the Town of Okotoks lifted their population cap and adopted a growth mandate. A comprehensive
growth study identified the need for additional land to accommodate long-term sustainable growth to
accommodate 80,000 residents. This led to the annexation of 1,950 hectares (4,500 acres) of land from
Foothills County on July 1, 2017. The West Okotoks ASP area is situated within the annexed lands in the
southwest portion of the Town of Okotoks. The Town authorized the initiation of a developer-funded ASP in
Spring 2017 in anticipation of the annexation of the lands.

PROJECT TIMELINE
2012

2014

20162017

Town lifts population
cap, adopts continued
growth model and
initiates growth study

Town of Okotoks
initiates annexation
process with
Foothills County

Creation of West
Okotoks ASP
preliminary land use
concepts

April
2017

February
2017

Town of Okotoks
formally authorizes
work on the West
Okotoks ASP

Project website
launches

Spring
2017

Engagement with plan area
landowners, external agencies
and Town Administration

Spring
2018

Fall 2017/
Winter 2018

September
2017

August
2017

July 1,
2017

Updates to first
Draft West Okotoks
ASP based on Town
comments

Town of Okotoks
review of first Draft
West Okotoks ASP

Mailout providing project

Submission of first
Draft West Okotoks
ASP to Town of
Okotoks

Municipal
Government Board
approves annexation

May
2018

residents

June 28,
2018

Submission of
second Draft West
Okotoks ASP to
Town of Okotoks

update sent to adjacent

Resident Information Session

Fall
2018

Winter
2019

February
2019

What we heard

Updates to second Draft West
Okotoks ASP based on Town
comments, circulation, and
resident comments

Submission of third
Draft West Okotoks
ASP to Town of
Okotoks

held and external circulation of

report summarizing

Draft West Okotoks ASP

stakeholder feedback

Summer
2019

Summer
2019

August
2019

Updates to fourth
Draft West Okotoks
ASP based on Town
feedback

Submission of fourth
Draft West Okotoks ASP
to Town of Okotoks

summarizing stakeholder

Fall
2019

West Okotoks ASP First reading
consideration by Town Council
and referral to Municipal Planning
Commission

June 19
2019

May
2019

Public Open House

newsletter emailed to

What we heard report

Project FAQ

feedback

stakeholders

Fall
2019

Fall
2019

Winter
2019

Winter
2019

West Okotoks ASP public
hearing and consideration
of second reading by Town
Council

Submission of West
Okotoks ASP by Town
to Calgary Metropolitan
Region Board to initiate
IREF process

IREF application
review process and
consideration by CMRB
board (if required)

West Okotoks ASP
consideration of third
reading and final approval
by Town Council
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3.0 Engagement Approach
To support the application, the West Okotoks ASP
project team has engaged and collaborated with a
variety of stakeholders throughout the development
of the draft plan. The stakeholder engagement
campaign launched in February 2017 and shared
information on the draft document with the tactics
identified in the previous timeline.
The International Association of Public Participation
(IAP2) created a public participation spectrum to
help proponents identify the level of engagement
necessary for a project. Based on the IAP2 spectrum,
the West Okotoks ASP engagement goals are to
inform stakeholders about the ASP and process and
consult with them to gather feedback on the draft
plan. The Town of Okotoks has recently adopted a
Public Participation Strategy that identifies inform and
consult levels of participation as the “Input Zone”.
Most recently, a public open house was held on June
19, 2019. The open house provided an opportunity
for the project team to report back to the public,
demonstrating how stakeholder feedback has
influenced the plan and allowing opportunity for
additional feedback. Aligning with the Town’s Public

")2A

Participation Strategy, the open house was designed

")2

to:

and process
•

Gather public opinion on the plan from a diversity
of stakeholders

•

PUBLIC
OPEN
HOUSE

Wednesday June 19, 2019
5:30pm to 8:00pm
Foothills Centennial Centre
#4-204 Community Way

YOU ARE INVITED
TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT THE AREA
STRUCTURE PLAN

Foster trust and maintain credibility in the design
and implementation of the West Okotoks ASP

549

2A
Foothills
Centennial
Centre
BIG ROCK TRAIL

7

WESTLAND STREET

Raise awareness about the West Okotoks ASP

TOWNSHIP ROAD 203A

•

783

More Information, Please Visit
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www.westokotoksasp.com

4.0 Public Open House
This What We Heard report summarizes the input
received at the most recent West Okotoks ASP
public open house held at the Foothills Centennial
Centre on June 19, 2019 from 5:30 to 8:00p.m. Open
house information was organized by subject area and
grouped into six different stations. Each station area
was facilitated by a project team member and was
designed to respond to key themes that emerged
during previous engagement. Representatives from
B&A Planning Group, Watt Consulting group, MPE
Engineering Ltd., and Westhoff Engineering Resources
Inc. were available to respond to stakeholder
questions.

OVERVIEW

+/-

85
ATTENDEES

26

INFORMATION
BOARDS

6

TOPIC STATION
AREAS

10

PROJECT TEAM
REPRESENTATIVES

23

FEEDBACK FORMS
RECEIVED

2

STAKEHOLDER
EMAILS
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EVENT PROMOTION

Tactic

Date

Stakeholder FAQ sheet & newsletter
An FAQ sheet was posted to the project website, stakeholders were

Tuesday May 21, 2019

notified via email newsletter that included open house information.
Project website updates - www.westokotoksasp.com

Friday May 24, 2019

Town website updates – Town Site

Friday May 24, 2019

Newspaper ads
June 5 & June 12, 2019
Okotoks Western Wheel, 2 weeks of print and online ads
Postcard mailer
Distributed to neighbours within an 800m buffer of the project area.

Delivered week of June 3, 2019

Mailed directly to non-participating area landowners.
Email open house invitation
Thursday June 6, 2019
Emailed invitation to stakeholder list to attend the open house.
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5.0 What We Heard
Open house information was organized by subject area and grouped into six different stations. The feedback
forms provided stakeholders the opportunity to comment on each different station area. 23 feedback forms
were broken down into 73 distinct comments and categorized into ASP topic areas. Key themes have been
summarized below:

Overall, 56% of the comments were negative in sentiment, 29% were
neutral and 15% were positive.

7
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GENERAL

24% of comments received
These comments provided feedback on the ASP generally rather than directly commenting on a subject area.
Some stakeholders are disappointed that development will occur. Comments expressed concern on the plan or
process generally, with a couple of specific mentions about the lack of involvement of Okotoks Town Council. A
few attendees appreciated the open house information and expressed support for the project.
Feedback forms provided an opportunity for attendees to evaluate the open house. Feedback received was
relatively positive. Most of the attendees agreed that the information provided at the open house was clear and
helped them understand the West Okotoks ASP vision. Most of the attendees felt they were presented with
relevant information and that their questions were answered. More details can be found in Appendix B.
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MOBILITY

25% of comments received
Most of these comments expressed concern about existing traffic volumes being further impacted by the proposed
development. Adjacent residents specifically want to know how proposed changes to the existing road network
can help manage additional traffic volume. There were not as many comments on Big Rock Trail compared to
previous engagement. Big Rock Trail comments still focused on timing of upgrades. There were more comments
on the proposed changes to Westland Street and the justification for the connectivity and proposed road closures.
Comments varied based on what portion of Westland individuals resided on (i.e. north vs. south).
Our Response
The project team appreciates the concerns from

Group’s sensitivity analysis, requested an evaluation

adjacent residents on the internal (Westland Street) and

of many additional connection scenarios to compare

regional road networks (Highway 7 and Big Rock Trail).

options. Following this review, the Town confirmed this

A Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA) was completed
as part of the West Okotoks ASP studies. A TIA
assesses current traffic volumes and identifies required
updates based on projected increases in population
and employment. Recommendations from the TIA are

approach as the best way to mitigate traffic impacts on
existing communities while supporting an appropriate
transportation framework required for the West Okotoks
ASP area.
Big Rock Trail

intended to help mitigate potential traffic impacts in
existing communities and identify required upgrades

Responding to stakeholder feedback from previous

to the transportation network.

events, the project team provided more details on the
anticipated timing for the expansion of Big Rock Trail.

Westland Street
The project team’s transportation engineers,
WATT Consulting Group, and the Town of Okotoks

Based on anticipated growth and development of the
West Okotoks ASP, upgrades to Big Rock Trail may
happen in the following stages:

transportation engineers, explored at length possible

+/- 2025 - Road and intersection upgrades may occur

future connections to Westland Street for the West

along the existing four-lane portion of Big Rock Trail

Okotoks ASP proposed transportation network.

between Village Avenue and Sheep River Drive/

WATT Consulting Group, as part of the TIA, performed

Westland Street.

a sensitivity analysis related to various connection

+/- 2030 to 2040 - The four-lane road and intersection

scenarios to Westland Street. The sensitivity analysis

upgrades may continue west along Big Rock Trail from

concluded that the most effective way to minimize

Sheep River Drive/Westland Street depending on

traffic impacts on the Westridge Community is to

regional traffic volumes and upgrades.

construct a direct access to Highway 7, reduce speed

9
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inside the community by introducing traffic calming

+/- 2040 to 2050 - The four-lane road and intersection

measures, and close Westland Street between

upgrades along Big Rock Trail may be completed up to

Westridge Road and Westland View. The Town of

Sheep River Blvd. and continue southwards along the

Okotoks, following their review of WATT Consulting

plan boundary towards Highway 7.

COMMUNITY AND NEIGHBORHOOD FRAMEWORK

17% of comments received
While some stakeholders appreciated the municipal reserve and interface treatment identified behind Sheep River
Heights, some feedback suggested a 10m buffer was not adequate. There were several comments on institutional
uses, and why there was no identified space for churches. One comment on highway interface treatment
suggested stronger language regarding the sound attenuation treatment for Big Rock Trail.

Our Response
Interface Areas

Land Uses

The interface area identified along the Sheep River

Places of worship and other public, civic, non-profit

community lists minimum requirements for these linear

and institutional uses are all permitted within the

open spaces (buffers). The 10m minimum proposed

neighborhood area land use as well as the community

is based on the Town of Okotoks requirements for

nodes, neighbourhood hubs and the potential public

linear park spaces. These additional park spaces were

service / institutional node. The West Okotoks ASP

added by the project team as a design response to

is a high-level policy document and as such does not

the feedback received from the community about

define or show all specific places of worship and other

residential buffers.

public, civic, non-profit and institutional uses. More
information on specific land uses to be shown at the

Proposed interface areas are anticipated to become

Outline Plan and Land Use Redesignation phases.

Municipal Reserve (MR), which are public parks
that are programmed with a variety of community
amenities. The West Okotoks ASP is a high-level policy
document and as such does not provide specific
design details on these spaces. A more detailed
landscape plan will be part of subsequent Outline Plan
and Land Use Redesignation phases.

Big Rock Trail Noise Attenuation
The project team developed a conceptual cross
section of the future build-out of Big Rock Trail.
The conceptual cross section includes a landscaped
median, landscaped boulevards, multi-modal
pathways, and potential noise attention fencing on
both sides.
To further address community feedback, the project
team has included specific policy within the West
Okotoks ASP that ensures a noise impact assessment
and attenuation study will accompany future capital
planning for Big Rock Trail. The study will ascertain
and inform appropriate noise attenuation measures for
existing and new developments.
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SERVICING

15% of comments received
Nearly all comments on this topic were directed at water servicing. Some comments were positive about the
proposed servicing improvements, some requested more information, while most were critical of the current
water servicing issues experienced in the Town.
Our Response
The West Okotoks ASP lands must adhere to the Town of Okotoks Water Allocation System for Planning
Approvals Policy, to ensure there is availability of water capacity to support any future development within the
Plan Area. For more information on the Town of Okotoks Water Allocation Policy, please visit the Town of Okotoks
website. https://www.okotoks.ca/town-services/planning-development/planning/water-allocation-system
Water distributions improvements are required to support the development of the West Okotoks ASP and will
help improve water conditions within the southwest area of the Town. Water distribution improvements, as part of
the West Okotoks ASP development, will include:

11
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•

A new water reservoir

•

Improved water pressure conditions

•

A water distribution network

•

Connections to existing water mains

OPEN SPACE

10% of comments received
During previous engagement stakeholders have expressed support for the parks and open space proposed in
the plan. In keeping with previous feedback, comments at the open house were generally neutral or positive.
Stakeholders were pleased to see the pathways proposed, appreciating the increased area connectivity and
buffering for existing residences. The negative comments expressed disappointment that land will be developed.
Some residents appreciate the existing natural conditions and would prefer to see the land remain in its current
state
Our Response
The land use concept for the West Okotoks ASP has been developed in response to a policy framework set out
by the Province and the Town. These policies are in place to ensure there will be abundant natural open spaces
(Environmental Reserves – ER), public parks (Municipal Reserves – MR), pathways, and interface treatments
adjacent to existing development and Highway No. 7. Some of the key components of the open space in the West
Okotoks ASP include:
•

Large Central Wetland – Proposed as an Environmental Reserve (ER) land use to be protected with large
setbacks that will include recreational multi-use pathways. The wetland is considered a major open space and
will be a new amenity in the Town of Okotoks. The West Okotoks ASP will help to connect all residents from
the Town to approximately 154 acres (62 hectares) of major open space.

•

Public Parks – Municipal Reserve (MR) land uses are public parks that include a variety of community
amenities such as schools, playgrounds, plazas, and dog parks. Provincial and municipal policy requires at
least 10% of developable land be dedicated as Municipal Reserve. The West Okotoks ASP is a high-level
policy document and at this time has only identified future school site locations. The West Okotoks ASP does
not define or show the remainder of municipal reserve requirements as these will be determined at future
outline plan submissions. This approach ensures that adequate school sites have been shown and located
while providing flexibility at the time of detailed design to address the balance of MR owing and appropriate
distribution into neighbourhood parks.

•

Pathways – The West Okotoks ASP is proposing an extensive pathway network that will connect residents
of the Town of Okotoks from existing pathways along Big Rock Trail, Westland Street and the Sheep River
community to new major open spaces, public parks, schools and commercial amenities. There will be a
combination of both on street pathways and off-street pathways to accommodate different users.

•

Interface Areas – The plan highlights two interface areas that will be dedicated as municipal reserve. These
are situated adjacent to Sheep River Heights and Highway No. 7. These interface areas will accommodate high
quality landscape improvements, potential noise attenuation or decorative fencing, and multi–use pathways
forming part of the West Okotoks ASP pathway system.
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IMPLEMENTATION

8% of comments received
While some stakeholders appreciated the information on phasing, there is still a desire to have a firm
understanding on timelines. Responses to the engagement evaluation showed that stakeholders were unclear on
the project process and next steps. One commenter suggested that Phase 2 was an exceptionally large area and
could be broken into two sub-phases to provide a more accurate time frame.
Our Response
Timing of the full build out of the plan area is
estimated to occur over 60 years and will be based

Phase 2 – 10 to 30 Years

on many factors. At this time, phases 2 and 3 cannot
be further broken down into sub phases due to the

Phase 2 can also be developed upon approval

planning complexities involved. Factors influencing

of the West Okotoks ASP (anticipated Winter

timelines include:

2019), and in addition requires:

•

•

Population and economic growth rate of the Town

(expected Winter 2020) *

of Okotoks
•

Approval of the Town of Okotoks MDP and

Approval of Town of Okotoks MDP

•

Necessary updates to the West Okotoks
ASP to ensure alignment with the approved

associated growth policies

Town of Okotoks MDP*
•

Investment required to address servicing
infrastructure

•

Adequate servicing infrastructure
requirements are met*

•

Establishing adequate water capacity in
accordance with the Town’s water allocation
policy

The West Okotoks ASP build out proposes three
phases:

•

Water capacity in accordance with the
Town’s water allocation policy

*Portions of Phase 2 lands had development approval prior to
annexation. The Town may support development of these lands
subject to approval of the West Okotoks ASP (anticipated
Winter 2019) and subject to sufficient water capacity available
in accordance with the Town’s water allocation policy.

Phase 1 – 0 to 10 Years
Phase 3 – 30 to 60 Years
Phase 1 can be developed upon approval of the
West Okotoks ASP (anticipated Winter 2019).

Phase 3 are longer term lands that must meet

Phase 1 must also:

all requirement of Phase 2, however there are
significant servicing upgrades required that may

•

Ensure adequate servicing infrastructure
requirements are met

•

Ensure there is adequate water capacity
available in accordance with the Town’s water
allocation policy

13
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not be developed for 30-60 years.

6.0 Next Steps
Following analysis and review of all stakeholder feedback from the open house, Town of Okotoks and external
agencies the revised Draft West Okotoks ASP has been resubmitted for review to the Town. Comments from
the final Town review are expected by end of Summer 2019. At that time, the West Okotoks ASP project team
will review the final comments and incorporate further revisions to the ASP for the final plan submission and
commencement of the Town and Calgary Metropolitan Region Board approval process.

ANTICIPATED APPROVAL TIMELINE
The West Okotoks ASP project team has

August 2019
Resubmission of the revised draft West Okotoks ASP to Town

engaged and collaborated with a variety of
stakeholders throughout the development
of the draft plan. We appreciate the time

August – September 2019

and feedback provided throughout the

Resolution of final Town administrative comments

process.

September 2019

The project team will continue to share

Submission of final West Okotoks ASP

information with stakeholders as the
process unfolds. If you have any questions,
please reach out to the project engagement

Fall 2019

specialist:

Town of Okotoks Council First Reading

Contact:

Fall 2019
Town of Okotoks Municipal Planning Commission consideration

Martha McClary,

Engagement Specialist

B&A Planning Group
engage@westokotoksasp.com

Fall 2019
Public hearing and consideration of Second Reading by Town Council

403.692.5230

Fall 2019

Please also visit the website at www.

Calgary Metropolitan Region Board review and approval

westokotoksasp.com for further project

process (submitted by Town)

information.

Winter 2019
Town Council consideration of Third Reading and Final Approval
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Appendix A:
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Appendix A:
Verbatim Comments

Feedback Form Station

Comment
Why is the area west of Phase 1 and south of Big Rock Trail not part of
Phase 1, rather than being attached to Phase 2. Clearer information with

1 - Plan area and background information

development timelines for Phase 2 should be provided. With Phase 2 being
so large, it should be broken out to Phase "2A" south of Big Rock Trail and
Phase "2B" north of Big Rock Trail.

1 - Plan area and background information

1 - Plan area and background information

1 - Plan area and background information

1 - Plan area and background information

1 - Plan area and background information

1 - Plan area and background information

1 - Plan area and background information

1 - Plan area and background information

1 - Plan area and background information

It would be nice if the residents concerned were to meet with council for
our input, instead of this being shoved down our throats.
Hideous. Just another plastic siding filled space overtaking beautiful fields.
Money is the only reason this is being done!
Plans look good. We will not be here to enjoy the expansion but yes
Okotoks will keep growing.
Good info
I appreciated the more detailed info on timelines. i.e. actual years we might
expect certain phases
A higher level plan based on some questionable assumptions.
I think the information given was clear but a lot of people had questions so
still a lot of uncertainty.
No community building space - sports park, community centre, etc.
I don't think you really heard the 150 current residents who showed up last
year!
Developer timelines for road improvements to substantiate construction,

1 - Plan area and background information

proper collector volume, and smaller feeder roads need to be defined, no
just "as required"

2 - Community and neighbourhood

Why won't Mayor and council meet with us to discuss and we can express

framework

our hatred for this project? I'm sorry I chose to live here 2 years ago!

2 - Community and neighbourhood

Frightening! We don't want the development and it's complete BS that the

framework

frame is 60 years. Pretty sure decisions have already been made.

2 - Community and neighbourhood

Looks big

framework
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Feedback Form Station

Comment

2 - Community and neighbourhood

Very good

framework
2 - Community and neighbourhood

What is the community built around - needs more than pathways.

framework
2 - Community and neighbourhood

Seems to be a lack of spaces for community centres and religious (worship)

framework

buildings.

2 - Community and neighbourhood

Need allocation for common worship centre or churches.

framework

2 - Community and neighbourhood
framework

There will be more congestion and traffic and the roads planned will cause
more problems especially closing off roadways. This will not cut down
speeders.

2 - Community and neighbourhood

Need better definition of hub sizes and volume expectations and proposed

framework

limitations.

3 - Open space and interface areas

The 10 meter interface area "C" is too small.

3 - Open space and interface areas

3 - Open space and interface areas

3 - Open space and interface areas

3 - Open space and interface areas

What will it do for our house values? Does anyone care. 'No'. Too many new
houses going up. Supply + demand.
Concerns about dust mitigation during construction and how that will be
dealt with. Interface areas wide with trees for visual and more mitigation.
Not enough. The open space that’s already there is all we need. The
beautiful fields with wildlife and peacefulness is all we require.
Would love to see green spaces and more walkways. So we can still enjoy
views that we have already.

3 - Open space and interface areas

Great 'spaces'

3 - Open space and interface areas

Is the cemetery expansion are big enough?
The pathway behind the west side of Sheep River Heights is shown as

3 - Open space and interface areas

"potential". In keeping with the rest of the neighbourhood this should be
implemented.

3 - Open space and interface areas

Lots of open land for walking.

3 - Open space and interface areas

Very good

3 - Open space and interface areas

17
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Have concerns about building by the river Provincial flood maps have put a
lot of people in harms way over the decades.

Feedback Form Station

Comment
Wide and generous buffers (interface areas) would be much appreciated.

3 - Open space and interface areas

To lend an uncrowded feel. In such a beautiful setting that Okotoks enjoys,
please build in lots of open space. Not crowded, over dense.

3 - Open space and interface areas

3 - Open space and interface areas

3 - Open space and interface areas

3 - Open space and interface areas

Sheep River Heights - definitely need a green space area behind and same
type of housing.
Very good for #6 north of Big Rock Trail
Open space areas are all show. The space now is accommodating. Your
expansion will cause more problems.
Fairly vague at this stage for defining buffer zones, pathways and timelines
to implement these.
I live in area C interface area (on Sheep River Heights facing West).

3 - Open space and interface areas

Currently the plan calls for a 10 m corridor for a pathway adjacent to this
area. As the houses are very close to their rear lot lines here, this would be
inadequate. I would suggest at least 20m or, ideally, a park.

4 - Mobility

4 - Mobility

What about traffic. More traffic, more problems.
Concerns over Big Rock Trail and traffic usage during construction - should
be upgrades at least to end of 1st phase
Very concerned about plans for Big Rock Trail. The developer plans to

4 - Mobility

upgrade as development warrants. This decision should not be left to the
developer. In fact, upgrading to 4 lane should be required BEFORE any
development.

4 - Mobility

Good
Concerned about the amount of traffic using Westland Street and the

4 - Mobility

speeds that they are going at the moment so will only get much worse with
more traffic.
Traffic is a HUGE concern as a resident of Westland View. Traffic diversion

4 - Mobility

must be addressed as construction begins and a closure at Westland View
is HIGHLY favored by myself. But traffic diversion into Westmount needs to
be addressed.

4 - Mobility

Extension of cemetery and closure of that road

4 - Mobility

Well thought-out
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Feedback Form Station

Comment
Big Rock Trail would need sound attenuation fencing along the North
side to protect existing neighbourhood even before development beings.

4 - Mobility

Assurance of a full, proper wall would create goodwill with the Town
and developer and protect property values. I see this as an important
component.
I am concerned about a collector road that ties into highway 7 neat

4 - Mobility

Westmount Circle area. Privacy and safety having a major road that close
to back yards. Was told it is in the Phase 3 so could still be 30-60 years
away.

4 - Mobility

4 - Mobility

Worried about the traffic along Big Rock Trail one ??
Concern over delayed construction of 3rd crossing. Would be great to
relieve pressure from chicken ranch traffic on BR Trail
Thoroughly disappointed. Developing similar to CIMARRON. Currently the

4 - Mobility

roads are a mess, terrible for commute, terrible job in snow removal, access
to driveways are limited, Who wants the same nightmare!
I am not happy with the access road into Westmount. There was no

4 - Mobility

information provided in the information about what was being done to
address my concern. Would further clarification on what is being done to
address our concerns. Please contact me via email with further information
STRONGLY concerned about the increase in traffic through Westridge

4 - Mobility

to the blocked off area of Westland Street and future feeder roads not
detailed at this stage. Currently there is a one way around the park at
Westridge Road.

5 - Servicing

5 - Servicing

Information should be provided on the amount of water license currently in
place for Phase 1.
With water, is there enough. We went through supply problems 2 years
ago, and it will happen again. Will our water bills go up, I'm guessing 'yes'.

5 - Servicing

Why destroy the town by taking more water that we don't have.

5 - Servicing

Get water from Calgary, the best route

5 - Servicing

We will see

5 - Servicing

New water treatment excellent location.
Needs much more work….transportation is a joke. Basically funneling

5 - Servicing

another 30,000+ vehicles into same infrastructure. Look beyond the
obvious. Get commitments from the developer, the province, and town for
a bridge further west - ring road.
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Feedback Form Station

Comment
No development until confirmation of a water line. A reservoir is a stop gap

5 - Servicing

solution.
Please bury underground power lines - too many become disruptive to a

5 - Servicing

tranquil visual flow to a neighbourhood.

5 - Servicing

Still think Okotoks should not have water restrictions
ARE YOU KIDDING!! The town currently cannot keep up with the current
issues of water and sanitation. Just going to tax and charge residents to

5 - Servicing

where no one can afford to live here. More wells and service plants - more
expensive to home owners.
Water proposals are based on a model, What density are they allocating

5 - Servicing

per phase?

6 - Implementation and next steps

Difficult to guess timing from info provided.
I feel sick to my stomach that this development will go ahead. All it's

6 - Implementation and next steps

doing is destroying the charm of Okotoks. Pave paradise to put up an ugly
development for no reason.
As the approval process moves forward and is complete, smaller forums

6 - Implementation and next steps

for community engagement regarding finer details would be valued and
appreciated. I find face to face discussion with planners etc. the most
helpful.
Updates on phasing projection timelines and details would be appreciated.

6 - Implementation and next steps

E.G. when (approx.) would the 1st activity occur? Heavy machines, utility
preparations, roadwork.

6 - Implementation and next steps

Please keep us informed about times!!

6 - Implementation and next steps

Looks good

6 - Implementation and next steps

6 - Implementation and next steps

Engagement evaluation

Engagement evaluation

Engagement evaluation

RETHINK the use of this area! We are paying for a great view. Are our
taxes going to be adjusted when we lose the view! Time to sell.
Need to see zoning and road infrastructure for the next step and reevaluate volume impact.
Well-versed to sway the questions. Thoroughly disappointed. Planners/
developers won't be living here. We will be left with the mess.
There were many different opinions and timelines given that were different
than what was layed out in the information book.
No information could be provided on what was being done to express
concerns over Westmount community connector road.
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Appendix B:
Engagement Evaluation
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Appendix B:
Engagement Evaluation
How did participants hear about the open house?

1%
Town

5%
Postcard

16%
Email

9%
Newspaper

4%

3%

Other

Website

Attendees were asked to evaluate the open house on the following criteria:

Strongly Agree

26%

Agree

39%

Disagree

4%

Strongly Disagree

17%

Not Applicable

13%
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The information provided was clear and helped me understand the West Okotoks ASP vision.
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26%

Agree

30%

Disagree

9%

Strongly Disagree

17%

Not Applicable

17%
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The project team was able to answer my questions and provide relevant information.
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I have a strong understanding of the project process and next steps.

Strongly Agree

17%

Agree

39%

Disagree

22%

Strongly Disagree

9%

Not Applicable

13%
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